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this book in the analysis of oil field water flooding. the residual oil distribution and influencing
factors based on the systematic exposition of the polymer flooding technology solution. surfactant
solution flooding technology. alkaline flooding and flooding compound system technology. gas
miscible flooding techniques. thermal oil recovery technology. microbial enhanced oil recovery
technology and physics of the domestic oil production technology to improve oil recovery
technology. Enhanced Oil Recovery Mechanism. the effect of oil displacement factors flooding
process and its conditions and to carry out the latest developments. The book for the oil and gas
exploration oil and vocational colleges teaching use. also for field engineers and technicians to
read mine. Contents: Introduction Chapter air-water flooding technology and the concept of
recovery Section II Section III residual oil saturation of residual oil saturation method for
determining the impact of the fourth quarter of waterflood oil recovery factor V Macro water
flooding and water flooding recovery mechanism in section VI of light oil air injection EOR Chapter
polymer solution and polymer flooding technology Section II...
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This ebook is really gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Leopold Hills-- Leopold Hills

Totally among the finest publication I actually have at any time study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this
publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Karolann Deckow IV-- Karolann Deckow IV
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